Big Bus Chicago

630 West 41st Street, Chicago IL 60609 ⏐www.bigbustours.com/en/Chicago

Employer Description:
Big Bus Tours’ sightseeing formula has been designed to provide a flexible approach to city discovery. Each
open-top bus tour provides a hop-on, hop-off facility at a variety of interesting locations and, wherever
possible, Big Bus Tours looks to enhance the visitor sightseeing experience by providing complementary
experiences.
Our hop-on, hop-off bus tours provide entertaining commentary and are tailored to showcase all that's
unique, including buildings, monuments, landmarks and famous attractions. For many of our cities, we also
provide extras such as river cruises and free museum entry to enhance our customers sightseeing experience.
In Chicago we have 14 different stops that provide the perfect introduction to the city of Chicago. Hop on the
bus from one of our stops to take in panoramic sights, from the Adler Planetarium to Hancock Tower. Hop off
to take a selfie under ‘The Bean’, sample a slice of deep-dish pizza and immerse yourself in the best of
Chicago’s unique cultural highlights. You will be a Chicago expert by the time you leave.

Position Description:
Customer Service Representatives are responsible for promoting and selling tour packages and
attraction products using diligent methods; offering products verbally and via company brochures to all
prospective customers per company policies and local selling laws; interacting with customers in an
effort to provide them with a high quality shopping experience, handling US currency, and attending to
non-sales related duties (i.e. cleaning, merchandising, inventory management). All students will be
expected to work flexible schedules, including weekends and holidays.
You will make at least $12/hour, but there is a potential to make more money per hour through our
sales commission structure. There are 20 positions available.
What we are looking for in an employee: Our Mission is to provide the perfect introduction to great cities and
cultures through excellence in service and continual innovation. We are looking for candidates who are
outgoing, love to smile, have fun, and who are not afraid to get rejected by a customer.
Work Hours: You should expect to work an average of 30-40 hours per week throughout the summer. Hours
will most likely be closer to 30 for the month of June and then they will increase up to 40 (possibly even more)
throughout the summer. July and August will be very busy. We use the downloadable app Hot Schedules to
organize the schedule. All schedule requests or anything else will go through the Hot Schedules app. We put
the schedule out 1 week in advance. The only time we do not accept requests off is 4th of July weekend. All
employees must be willing to work different shifts.
Uniform: We provide you with a Big Bus Chicago shirt and hat. You are responsible for your own black pants or
shorts and black shoes.
Transportation: You will need to report to our base on the Southside of Chicago every morning before
heading out to their sites. Transportation will be provided from the base to the worksite on our buses. You will
need to get to the base on your own.
Work Begin Dates: You should plan your arrival so you can start working June 1st – 15th.
Work Finish Dates: We are looking for candidates who can work at least through Labor Day, which is
September 3rd. The latest we can have participants finish work is September 10th. You must give at least two
weeks notice of your final day of work.
Housing Information: All exchange visitors will be responsible for arranging your own accommodations. Big
Bus Chicago can provide areas that have summer openings because of University summer breaks. In the past
successful participants looked into housing before they got here and had a legitimate lease that clearly details
the housing agreement. Other participants stay in a hostel for about a week until they find something they
like, however this can be more stressful and you might end up spending a lot of money on hostels.

Area Information
Chicago is the third largest city in the United States. Chicago is built next to beautiful Lake Michigan. Chicago
has a rich Irish history and has the largest Irish American community in the US. Milwaukee and Indianapolis
are the closest cities. Chicago is centrally located within the US, and other major US cities are easily accessible
by airplane, bus and train.
From its bold modern architecture and soaring skyscrapers, to stunning waterfront developments and tranquil
green parks, you’ll see the very best of Chicago with Big Bus Tours. You can discover all the best this
Midwestern metropolis has to offer. Pay a visit to all the famous Chicago attractions, such as Magnificent Mile,
John Hancock Tower and Millennium Park, and chance upon some of the city’s hidden treasures during your
tour. You’ll be working right in the Downtown area near the world-class museums, parks and sporting venues.

